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AV club’s 
best books of 2015

So You’ve 
Been Publicly Shamed

Jon Ronson

Where Jon Ronson succeeds as a journalist (and
where many of his imitators fail) is in his ability to
find humanity in the most unexpected and out-

rageous places. So while his newest book, So You’ve Been
Publicly Shamed, is, on the surface, about “them”-people
who have been cast out of society due to an insensitive
comment, bigoted joke, or some other online transgres-
sion-really it’s about “us.” In the book, Ronson interro-
gates call-out culture, asking not only what happens to
the people who get publicly shamed online, but what our
willingness to virtually tar and feather strangers says
about those who are doing the shaming. It’s enough to
make anyone pause before hitting the “retweet” button,
and that alone is an invaluable public service. [Katie Rife]

Modern Romance
Aziz Ansari 

and Eric Klinenberg

Among the few who didn’t like it, the biggest com-
plaint about Aziz Ansari’s foray into publishing was
that, for a comedian’s book, it wasn’t very funny.

This argument isn’t wrong, necessarily, but it misses the
point of what he and co-writer Eric Klinenberg were set-
ting out to do, which was to take a fair-minded and scien-
tific look at dating in the 2010s. (Data wonks, rejoice.) At
this, they succeeded magnificently, creating a work that’s
incredibly insightful, judgment-free, and never less than
compulsively readable. As he would also demonstrate in
Master Of None, Ansari has gotten mature enough to get
out of his own way; rather than shoehorning in jokes, he
trusts the strength of his material, making points that are
convincing, but never didactic. With Modern Romance,
Ansari firmly establishes himself as one of the country’s
best cultural commentators. [Ryan Vlastelica]

The First Bad Man
Miranda July

Miranda July’s debut novel plays out exactly as any-
one who loves her short stories or films might
want it to: It’s weird and sweet in equal measures,

and populated by characters that at first seem unlikable
but who prove themselves utterly human in the best
ways. Her co-workers think Cheryl Glickman is the most
boring person possible, but the main character’s interior
life lights up every page of The First Bad Man, especially as
the world starts to encroach on her systematic behaviors.
An unwanted roommate, a new therapist, and an ongoing
obsession with a soul mate who takes the shape of a baby
force Cheryl into the real world, which turns out to be just
as weird as the one she’s created. [Josh Modell]

The Rabbit Back Literature Society
Pasi Ilmari Jaaskelainen

Agripping mystery that haunts the reader in the
most pleasant, shivery way, The Rabbit Back
Literature Society falls into similar terrain as Twin

Peaks, with unexplained phenomena, a strange town, and
bizarre characters. Centering on a Finnish town home to a
renowned children’s author, the “society” of the title is
composed of children the author mentored, now famous
as adults for their own literature. But that’s all upset when
a character disappears just as the narrator is about to be
inducted in to the secretive society. The author’s website
lists particularly illuminating passages in the book that’ll
help the reader solve the mystery, because it’s never
explicitly solved. That’s what makes this book so com-
pelling: It trusts the readers to figure it out for themselves.
[Caitlin PenzeyMoog]


